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Abstract 
Gao, J., A new finite element of C’ cubic splines, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 40 
(1992; 305-312. 
In this paper, we give a new finite element with dimension 16 of C1 cubic splines which have interpolation 
schemes on the Morgan-Scott construction A, of a triangle. 
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1. Introduction 
Let 0 be a simply connected domain in R* whose boundary a0 is a simp!e closed polygonal 
Jordan curve. Also, let A = {q>i”= 1 be a (regular) triangulation of 0, i.e., the complement of A 
relative to In consists of a finite number of triangles such that none of the vertices of any 
triangle lies on the edge of another triangle. Let r and d be integers such that 0 < r <d, 
denote by S:(A) the vector space of all functions in C(0) whose restriction to each triangular 
domain of the partition A is a polynomial of total degree at most d. The space S:(A) is called a 
bivariate spline space, that is, 
S~(A)=(SEC’(L?): s@Pd,for i=l,...,N), 
where Pd is the $(d + 2)(d + &dimensional space of bivariate polynomials of total degree d. 
We are interested in finding the functions belonging to S:(A) with minimal support. If d is 
allowed to be fairly large in comparison with r, it is possible to construct a basis of S:(A) 
consisting of functions whose supports contain at most orre vertex of A in the interior of A. For 
instance, when r = 1, d must be at least 4 (cf. [I]). Since lower-degree piecewise polynomials 
are more desirable on the practical point of view (such as computing efficiency and capability in 
the control of surface), here we consider construction of micro-element by refining the grid 
partition A. Many authors have been working on developing a special method to consider the 
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spline interpolation element on such micro-triangulations (cf. [S-7,9]); this method is intro- 
duced partly because if d is smaller in comparison with t, then the dimension of S:(A) may 
strongly depend on the complicated topological and geometrical conditions. The Clouge-Tocher 
splitting and Powell-Sabin splitting are the most kind examples. Morgan and Scott [6] gave an 
example of a triangulation A, where the dimension of $(A,) depends on the geometrical 
conditions of the partition. The triangulation A, IS shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of this paper is 
to present a finite element of $(A,) with dimension 16. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will derive the main theorem, and in 
Section 3 we will recall some basic concepts of Bezier net and smoothness conditions. Finally, 
in Section 4, we give the proof of the main theorem and some corollaries. 
2. The basic theorem 
Let A, be the$~ngukti~n as shown in Fig. 1 with boundary vertices VI, V, and V3 and 
interior vertices Vr, V, and V3, and with index arithmetic modulo 3, where 
e =ruK +/3v;-+r +py+,, i = 1,2,3, (1) 
at,a>Oand cu+p+p=l. 
Let rip Si apd ti be the barycentriczoord@ates of, the vertex l( with respect to the cente; 
triangle T = VI&V3 of A, with yi= q.J.J + siy+r + tin+* for i = 1, 2, 3. Assume that 4 and V;: 
are just on two sides of the line l( ,_ IF+*. Then we can see GY < p. Let 
~~=ai j~+bi j~+l 
. 
. 
+Ci J o _ * .  
. 
(2) 
From (1) and (2) we can get 
a 
Cii+2=bii+l= - P 
* . p2-- a2 ’ bi,i+2 = Ci,i+ 1 = --- p2_& 
P a 
CIii+2=aii+l= l- . 9 pLa2 + pL_& 
(3) 
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Let eij = V;-q/I ?i( I, e,> = $fi/ I tq I and nij I eij pointing to the inner triangle. We first 
study the constructton of the so-called C’ cubic micro-element. Let T be a triangular region 
with vertices V;: = (Xi, yi), i = 1, 2, 3, and produce a triangular A, as shown in Fig. 1 with the 
condition (1). We are interested in constructing a C’ piecewise cubic polynomial function on 
A, with particularly chosen “boundary values” so that when another micro-element on an 
adjacent triangle sharing a common edge with T is constructed with the same boundary 
conditions on this common edge, a C’ function on the union of these two triangles can be 
obtained. Then the following interpolation theorem with respect to S$A,,) on A, is valid. 
Theorem 1. The following interpolation problem of cubic spline on A, is solvable and unique. For 
any parameter mi, ai, yi, yij = yji (i, j = 1, 2, 3, i #jI, rnlo, CY,!~, p,fo and taf 
1 < i, < 3), define a spline s E Si(A,) such that 
iu,i, + 2 (for some 
S(l$) =mi, i = 1, 2,3, (4) 
Dxs(F;:) = Cyi, D,s(~) = pi, i = 1, 2,3, (5) 
9,,,jS( +l-$q) =Yij, $l(L$ = +( y + I$), i #j, (6) 
and 
3. Smwthness conditions 
The proof of our theorem needs the Bernstein-Bezier representation of bivariate splines. 
Let us recall some concepts and notation (cf. [l]). Suppose that A is an arbitrary triangulation 
and the triangles of A are labelled as TI, T2, . . . , TN. For s E S:(A), denote by s, the polynomial 
s 1 T, for 1 = 1, . . . , N. The Bernstein-Bezier representation of the polynomial s, is 
s,(a, b, c) = c @‘d 
d! 
-a’bick 
'Jki!j!k! 
9 (8) 
i+j+k=d 
where a, b and c are barycentric coordinates with respect to the triangle T,, the coefficients 
Pfji are called B&er ordinates. Each Bezier ordinate p$ is associated with a domain point 
p$i = 
iv, + jV2 + kV, 
d 
9 i+j+k=d, 
where VI, V2 and V3 are the vertices of the triangle T,. Denote by &$(A) the set of all of 
domain points. For t = P&i EG$A), denote by h, the linear functional on S;(A) defined by 
h,s = p$. A set of domain points 9 CL~JA) is called a determining set for S:(d) if for some 
s E Sl;(d), 
h,s=O, WE!9 - s=o. 
If 9 is a determining set for S:(A), then dim S:(A) < #9, where #9 denotes the 
cardinality of 9. Moreover, if for any other determining set 9’, we have #9’ > #9, then we 
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Xl 
Fig. 2. 
call 9 a minimally determining set. Clearly, the minimally determining set is not unique and the 
next result holds. 
1[Rmma 2. 9 is a minimally determining set for Sic A) if and only if 9 is a determinin? set and 
dim S;(A) = #9? 
For brevity, we give here smoothness conditions of Bernstein-Bezier polynomials on two 
adjacent triangles for S:. 
Let T, and TZ be two adjacent triangles as shown in Fig. 2 with vertices X,, X2, X, and X,, 
XZ, X4, respectively. The barycentric coordinates relative to TI and T2 will be denoted by 
(u, c, 14 and (6, E;, W), respectively; that is, for each X = (x, y) in R2, we have 
x=ux, +vx2+wx3=iix, +zIx,+GX,, 
where u, v, w, ii, 6 and G are linear polynomials in (x, y) with u + v + w = ii + 6 + I? = 1. We 
may write, for any two polynomials p and 4 E P3 defined on 7’1 and T2, respectively, 
and 
3! 
p(U, V, W) = C Uiik~UiViWk 
i+j+k=3 a - - 
(9) 
q(i;i,fi,G)= c -b-- 
3! 
cicj@k 
‘Jki!j!k! 
. 
i+j+k=3 
(10) 
nen {Uiik} and {bijk} are the Bezier nets of p and q on triangles TI and TZ, respectively. These 
coefficient values can be displayed on the corresponding triangles as shown in Fig. 2. Let f be 
a function whose restrictions to 
following smoothness conditions. 
Lemma 3 (Farin [3]). The function 
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rl and T2 are p and q, respectille!y. Tkn we have the 
f is in C’(T, u T,), if and only if 
F 
-300 =a3oo9 b ’ 201 = a210 9 b 102 = %209 b 003 = a030 ’ 
b 210 = u”a3@. +v”azlo + w”azo,, 
b = u”az10 + v”alZO + w”alll, (11) 111 
b 012 = u’a,,, + v’a,, + w”ao2,, 
where (u’, v ‘, w ‘) are the barycen tric coordinates of X4 relative to the triangle Tl , in the sense 
that 
x, = uox, + VOX2 + w0x3. 
4. The proof of Theorem 1 
We will prove Theorem 1 by giving a determining set for $(A,). Let 
9$(Ao) = (the domain points marked with 0 in Fig. 3); 
then we have the next result. 
v2 
V3 
Fig. 3. 
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bmrna 4. p3( A,) is a determining set for S:( A,). 
0 = b,,,B,, + c&8, &O = a2,3&8 + b2.3fi9 + ‘2,3@1, 
0 = b,.,Blo + c3,2& 3 &8 = a3.2&0 + b3.2fll + ‘3,2h 
0 = b3.1811 + c3,1@12~ 643 = as,l&2 + b3,1& + ‘3,1@2, 
0 = h.3&3 + Cl,3&4r &2 = a1.3&3 + bl.3@2 + c1,3k5 
0 = 451.2&4 + 5.2&5~ &, = a1,2&5 + bl,2P7 + ‘1,2p3, (13) 
0 = b2_iPle + C2,lPl7, Pls =‘2,lP16 + b2.1P3 + c2,1pS~ 
(1 - a3,2a2,3)&7 - tb3,2 + a3,2c2,3)P9 - c3,2P0 - a3,2b2,3& = ‘3 
(1 - a1.3a3.1 Ml 1 - q,3Bo - (4.3 + c3,1a1,3)& - 4,3b3JP4 = 0, 
(1 - a2.1al,2)&4 - c2,lP0 - a2,1bl,2& - tb2,1 + a2,1c1,2)fi7 x ‘* 
Since & =&=&=&4= 0 (because P,, P8, P,, Pa Ebb), thz system (13) can be reduced 
to the following system: 
proof. Denote by p, the B&ier ordinate associated with the domain point P, of A,, as shown 
in Fig. 3. Because p, E~&&-J, 25 < n < 36, we may assume & = 0. First, from (11) we have 
the following system: 
B 32 = a&%, + b2.3&d + c2,3&9, P3o = a2.1P31 + b2,1~24 + c2,1&9m (12) 
S;ubstituting (3) into (i2), we can obtain PI9 = &4 = 0. Similarly, &I = P21 = P22 = P23 = 0. 
-ain using Lemma 3, we have the following linear systems: 
c3,#2 - 813 = O, b*,3&3 + c1,3&4 = 0, 
b*.2/32 + %,3&t -I- a1.343 = 0, b1,2Pl4 + c1,2P15 = 0, 
ci,2p3 + h,2P7 + al,2&5 = ‘7 b2,1P3 - PI5 = ‘9 
a2,1b,,2& + tb2,1 + a2,1C1,2)P7 + ta2,1al,2 - ‘)PM = ‘* 
The coefficient ,leterminant of (14) is 
(14) 
14 = -c 6 c b b c 3,l 2.1 1,3 1,2 *,3 1,2[( z +d)(12,1bi.2 
+ (2 + &)(b,,* +a,,*%,) + (42,141.2- 4 
=-c 3,1 b 2,1 c 1.3 b 1,2 b 1,3 c 1,2 A 1’ 
where 
Al=(~+~)a2,1bl,2+~l,~(~~~~,~)f.l,l(~f.*~~) 
aI.3 
= al.2 bb,,2 + +a,,*) 
l-3 I 
=a1,2(1 +a,,,) 2- ‘y l 
( 1 P 
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It is obvious that 1 + a2,1 # 0 and 2 - a/P > 0 since cy < p; it follows that 1 A 1 # 0, which 
implies that & = 0 for all n. •I (Lemma 4) 
To prove the theorem we need a lemma which we state without proof as follows. 
Lemma 5. Let T be a triangLe with vertices X,, X2, X3 (cf. Fig. 2). Assume that s is a bivariate 
polynomial of total degree 3 defined on T by the Bernstein-B&ier representation 
c 3! s = -a’bick aijkilj!k! 9 
i+j+k=3 l 
where a, b and c are the batycentric oordinates of the point P with respect to vertices X, , X2 and 
X3 of T. nij I eij = Xi Xi pointing to the inner triangle. Then, 
4x11 = a300 9 4x2) = a030 9 SW,) = a0039 (15) 
D,**sm = 3(a2,0 - Q300)9 QP,p(X* I= 3@20, - %o)., 
D,us(X2~ = 3bl2, - %3oh De,,G2) = wno - %30)9 (16) 
Q.,,s(x,) = 3h2 - %03h 4,4X3) = 3h2 - %03b9 
46 l t X,X2 t Q,,s( $,X2) = (&X2 l X,X2)(3a,,, + 3a,,2l+ @,I) 
+ (X,X2 l X3% )(3%30 + 3a,,cl+ 6a12cJ 
+ cxlx2 ‘x2x3)(3a3, + 6a2,, + 3a120)9 (17) 
Qf,*s(X,) = w%,o - 2a,,o + a3ooh (181 
where Xi = (Xi, yi) and A is the 2-area of T. 
Now, we are in a position to prove the theorem. Referring to Fig. 3, from the interpolation 
conditions we can determine the Q12s(V,), Q+s( VI), D+,s(V,), D+$ V,>, D,,,dV3), De32d~33). 
From Lemma 5 and (13) we can solve s’s Bezter ordinates &, 19 < n < 36. Again according to 
the interpolation conditions (6) and (17) p25, j?2b, & can be represented by interpolation 
parameters mi, cyi, pi, yij (i + j). Similarly, by the interpolation condition (7) (iO = 1) and (1% 
we can determine &, &, &, PI4 by linear representation of parameters m;, a;, pi, ti3. For 
given homeomor;dhism interpolation conditions, i.e. mi = ai = pi = yjj = 0 and m; = a; = Pi = 
t;, = 0, we have & = Q, 19 < t 4 36, and PI = & = & = &, = 0. Therefore, s = 0 by Lemma 4. 
And by remarks in [2] we obtain dim $(A,) = 16, which means that 9,(A,) is a minimally 
determining set for S:(AJ. Thus for any interpolation parameters there exists a unique sphne s 
belonging to S$A,) such that interpolation conditions (4)-(7) are valid. The proof is com- 
pleted. •I (Theorem 1) 
It is obvious that Theorem 1 yields the following result. 
Theorem 6. Let A be an arbitrary triangulation of the region In. One splits each triangle of A into 
A, with condition (I), and denotes the new triangulation by A” ; then 
dim $(A*) = 3V+E + 4N, 
where V, E and N denote the total number of vertices, edges and triangles of A, respectively. 
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Remark 7. It is not difficult to prove that the following interpolation problem is also solvable 
and unique. That is, substitute (7) in Theorem 1 with the following conditions: 
~(e?,) =aii, i= 1,2,3, and s(&) CC&, 
where I-$ is the barycentric point of the triangle &fi#“. 
Ill 
I21 
PI 
141 
[-cl 
&I 
171 
181 
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